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In most of my workshops I ask how many people have
trouble cutting their dogs' toenails. Usually a lot of
hands go up. It can be something that people dread, both
because of how many dogs hate having their toenails
cut, and how afraid people are of hurting their dogs. It
becomes something to do quickly, just to get it over
with, often making the next time that much more difficult.

wrap helps his focus and balance.

It is important to be breathing, balanced and relaxed
while you are working with your dog. Remember to
hold the foot softly and if your dog pulls his foot back,
go with the movement rather than getting involved in a
tug of war. Struggling only makes things worse. If you
try to hold the foot still, not only are you creating resistance to your dog having his foot back, you will also
find that you are squeezing his paw. It can be frightening or painful. I always say that it takes two to fight, and
if you don't participate, there is no battle.

TTouch can be a great help in making
cutting toenails easier and safer for
both cats and dogs. I'm going to describe what I recommend for dogs, the
same process would apply to cats. In
this demo or discussion, I am not only
talking about toenails, I am also describing the way we "chunk things
down" and listen to the animals any
time we are working with something
that is difficult for them.

When you can do TTouches all over your dog's feet, including between the pads, it is time to start working with
the nails. This process could be one session, or it could
be several. Shorter, more frequent sessions will often
help you progress more quickly. If you hear yourself say,
"Wow, this is going really well" check to see if this is
a good stopping point. If your dog's expectation is
that this is going to be difficult, it will be a pleasant surprise if you stop while things are easy. If
you are really eager to get this done, it will take
longer, if you can see that the process is more
important than the result and let go of the outcome, you may be surprised at how
quickly you have a happy dog with
short toenails.

The first question is -- where can you
start? If you can't easily handle your
dog's feet, the issue is not just toenails;
it is trust and comfort with the feet. You
may have to start with Python Lifts on
the shoulder, and gradually work toward the feet. Abalone or Lying Leopard TTouches with the Python Lift will
bring more awareness to the area as well as bring a release of tension, It may be necessary to start with the
back of your hand, with a wand, or with something covering your hand like a sheepskin mitt or a sock. The important thing is to listen to your dog. Let him know he
has influence over what you are doing. It is surprising
how quickly trust is built if you change something when
your dog is concerned. Your dog may act like his feet
are "ticklish". Ticklishness is the result of tension. When
the tension is gone, he won't feel ticklish any more. You
might find that having your dog wear a t-shirt or body
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Giving your dog different experiences with having his
toenails manipulated can be helpful. You might do
TTouches on them or gently move them in circles. Using
your fingernail to scrape the end of your dog's nail creates sound and vibration that can be a helpful approximation of actual cutting.

When you bring the clippers out, some dogs will change
their minds about having their feet handled. I have a theory that some dogs believe that their wonderful, loving
human companions have something weird happen to
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them when they get near nail trimmers. Normal loving dull the blades of your cutter so make sure the feet are
people suddenly want to invite a couple of friends over mud free. With a grinder, it is better to grind when the
to sit on the dog and do scary things with their feet. I nails are dry. Also, a nylon stocking over the foot with
call it Berserk Human Nail Trimmer Syndrome. It is im- the nails protruding will help prevent long hair from
portant that your dog know you don't suffer from this being caught in the tool.
malady and that the trust you have built so far still holds
true with trimmers in your hand. You may need to start Quietly reinforce your dog as you work. I like to use frewith just having them nearby while you repeat some of quent treats if the dog isn't over-excited about the food.
the above steps. Offering food from your hand with the Being too excited makes it hard to calm the dog down to
clippers can help. Sometimes I have the clippers in my do more nails. The first time you do this, again stop behand and do TTouches with the back of my hand, grad- fore it is too hard for your dog to concentrate and be paually working to do TTouches with the clippers them- tient,
selves. If you are using a grinder, it will also be
necessary to help your dog feel safe with the noise and If you cut enough toenails, it is likely that you will evenvibration.
tually quick one. Be sure to have Quick Stop handy so
that you can stop the bleeding right away. Don't panic.
Before you cut the first nail, I suggest
If you are calm (while you apologize)
you have a dress rehearsal. Gently hold
the dog is less likely to overreact. It
the paw, remembering to keep your arm
might be a good time for extra treats; a
soft so that if the dog moves you can
few TTouches and deciding if this is a
follow the movement. Be sure you are
good break time.
breathing and relaxed with a positive
picture of what you want. Go through
This process isn't just about toenails. It's
the motions of cutting the nail, but have
about listening to your dog and working
the clippers just off the end of the nail
through something difficult together in a
so you're not actually cutting yet. This way the dog can way that builds trust and partnership. Toenail trimming
hear the sound and see what it will be like when you do is a wonderful opportunity to use TTouch to enhance
cut the nail. It is also a time for you to check your hands your relationship with your dog.
to be sure that as you squeeze the cutters, your other
hand isn't squeezing the paw too. It is easy for your Note: I want to credit Marty McGee for many of the
hands to mirror each other if you aren't aware of what ideas described here. Trimming llamas' toenails taught
you are doing. You can differentiate your hands just by me a great deal about doing the same with dogs and cats
bringing your attention to what you are doing.
Debby Potts, TTEAM and TTouch Instructor, is from
If that goes well, you are ready to actually cut the nail. Newburg, Oregon and travels extensively teaching for
Work in an area and in a body position that is comfort- TTEAM and Tellington TTouch Training.
able for your dog. Some dogs are more comfortable with
the foot taken back like you might pick up a horse's foot Drawing from Karen Thurlow-Kimball, TTouch Practithan bringing it forward, especially if they have pain in tioner-1.
their body or have poor balance. Take off a tiny sliver at
first. Taking off small pieces if you are concerned about
hurting your dog will make it safer. If you exhale as you
are cutting, it will soften your hands and help your dog
relax. Cutting the nails after a bath or a walk in wet grass
will make the nails softer and easier to cut. Dirty nails
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